Matt's
insights

Scripting
process

Wheelchair
user's proﬁle
Matt, 33 age, lives
in Ashwood,
amputee, national
and local Rugby
player

45 age, ex
rugby player,
business
owner

2 chairs in his 9
yrs of use (1
additional chair
that Bryce lend
him)

using
wheelchair for
25 yrs,
accident at 20

Current
chair is a
copy of his
old one

using
wheelchair
for 9 yrs,
since 2011

Current chair
is the ﬁrst
funded chair,
previously self
purchase

Matt got his
current day
chair at Jan,
2020

Uses day chair,
sport chair
and spare set
of wheels

he got funding
for his Rugby
chair from
national team
Uses day chair,
komodo
(shower chair),
rugby chair and
desk chair.
Matt is assuming
that he might
need to change of
his current chair
in next 4/5 years

Initial appointment
with the OT and
measurement
process to getting a
report takes
maximum 3 weeks

Bryce does the
measurement
and send the
script to OT

Paper scripting
preferred easier to do a
quick sketch

Survey
insights

Uses the
imperial
system
(converts to
metric )

Script on
paper, then
scanned in

Client
normally
does not see
the script

Scripting
process might
take from 30
mins to 1 hr

15–30
min
process

20+
measurements
taken

the quality of
OT is
important to
the users'
beneﬁt

tape
measure
and
clipboard

After the funding
approval Matt
went through
another scripting
before he gets his
chair delivered

Business
owners need to
meet the needs
of a user (to get
a perfect chair)

taken on
chair, plinth
or treatment
table

Measurements
down to the
MM

Needs and
considerations

Has a desk chair
(bit more
comfortable),
shower chair, Day
chair, Rugby chair

Matt uses his
knowledge from
his Rugby chair
and uses to build
his day chair

Some wheelchair
users need higher
back rest to
support the spine

the size of wheel,
cushion size,
cushion material
are important for
the wheelchair

Important
Accessories Back-shock,
backrest,
wheels

Carbon
ﬁbre,
material
back rest

Most chairs are a
little bit diﬀerent
from here or
there ( unless it is
something very
speciﬁc)

Matt's
backrest has
changed over
the time for
his day chair

Risks and
frustrations

Costs
Chair is an
extension
of the
person
Having an
understanding of
the accessories and
their beneﬁt helped
his decision making
Key Insight

$16/wk to
hire a
medical
chair

Sports chair
more
complicated
than day chair

typical medical
chairs are bulky,
hard to get
around, not
catered to user

The user will
spend what
they need to
get the right
chair

going up hills
- risk
(specially wet
weather)

Try before buying
custom chair
won't help much
when trying
diﬀerent
accessories

Errors
resulting
in injury

Chair
breaking /
needing
repairs

Changes made over
the years have been
due to comfort and
individual
preference. Sizing
generally remains
the same

Getting a new
chair can be
dangerous learning how to
use the new chair

He writes a list for
his next visit to
scripter for
improvements for
next chair

Bryce/Suppliers
scripts up the
wheelchair user

Support through
community and
connections

Process

Timeframe

Progress /
communication

relationship

Chairs are
expensive

A lot of
hoops to
jump through
/ red tape

Servicing parts can
take a long
time to arrive

Positive
experience
when I can SEE
the progress

Close
relationship
with the
scripter

Paperwork
can be
daunting

1+ year
to get a
new chair

When there is
progress, even
slow progress,
makes me feel
good.
(Communication)

the biggest
bottleneck
is with the
Govt./NDIS

Funding
takes
too long

Waiting on the NDIS
- having feedback
that your
script/report is
moving along would
be good

Calling and
checking case is
the currently the
only way of
checking progress

Waiting for
case approval
can take in
excess of 6
months

Costly therefore
hard to make
decision without
seeing physical
product

Expensive

Accuracy / the
right scripter

Known errors were
caused by
wheelchair dealer,
whose focus was on
business/money
rather than
customer

Improvements

The supplier can
take the
measurement in
the presence of
the OT

OT writes up
the report
based on
the script

OT might take
another 1-2
weeks to write
the report

OT sends the
report to NDIS
for funding
approval

Matt suggested OT's asking series of
questions to ﬁnd
what is appropriate
for your chair
Improvements

OT/Scripters Asking
questions, like a
counsellor would, to
unpack their
problems and have
their needs met.

"If I had relied on
the (trauma) OT I
would have had
someone half
addressing my
needs"

Improvements

After getting
approval for
funding the OT
will notify the
user/ suppliers

Supplier sends
of script for
the
manufacture
of wheelchair

It usually takes
2-6 months to
build and send
the chair

Awareness of
how to go
about getting
a wheelchair

Initially learning
how to navigate
the world - from
bed to shower
from chair etc

Uneducated
on wheelchairs
when leaving
trauma ward.

Awareness
about the
Accessories

Awareness of
wheelchairs and
what was possible
came when
introduced to the
community

Initially it is
hard for the
users to know
what he/she
needs

If there are small
changes on the
current
equipment,
process for a new
chair is quicker

Occupational
Therapist (OT) &
arm of the Govt.
to make sure that
people are getting
what they need

OT report is
there to make
sure that there
is not any abuse
of fundings

NDIS came
into eﬀect
within the last
3 years for
Matt (in VIC)

SWEP (funding
body) assisted
him to get his
initial day chair
when NDIS wasn't
there

It takes longer
to process from
NDIS if whole
new equipment
is ordered

The
Wheelchair
users don't
need to go to
SWEP now
SWEP is still there
to look after
whole process,
NDIS is the
funding body

Chair process
can be pushed
faster by
calling and
escalating case

Key Insight

New vs an old script,
ﬂagging what about
your chair is
diﬀerent - how it will
aﬀect you/ 'have you
tried this ﬁrst?'
Improvements

Long
wait
time

Lack of
transparency
on progress /
due dates

Key Insight

"Would be great if
there's a system
that you can follow
your build online
but it's a pipe
dream"

Personalise
notes from
seller

lack of info / gap
in knowledge

“I had no idea that
there was
something that
was more custom
for me.”
Quote

“I would have been
so unhappy to buy a
mediocre gloriﬁed
medical chair that
didn’t ﬁt my needs”

Lack
of info

Diﬀerence of
knowledge between
those that have been
dependant their whole
life and those that are
new to wheelchairs

" I think knowing
where an order is in
the process. Waiting,
being made now,
shipment info, etc."
Quote

Improvements

“Bridge the gap
between
uncertainty and
certainty is by
trying it.”
Quote

"Don't know
what it looks
like until you
get it"

Good reviews and
recommendations

"Experience of
navigating with
the chair makes
you understand
the chair"

customisation

Trying demo
chairs helped
enormously
when ordering
a chair

Custom chair made
him "feel better
(more special and
recognised) than
just being in
'another chair'"

Having the option
to try diﬀerent
things (backrests,
cushions) before
ordering

Quote

Good
communications

Quote

Size
uncertainty

"I like when these
sites give you a
mockup of what
the product will
look like with your

Having the
ability to test
parts helps to
remove
uncertainty

Improvements

Ease of
access to
information

Quote

Meet
expectations

Physical scripting
process is pleasant
for him, good
rapport with Bryce,
process is quick and
not uncomfortable

Key Insight

Time and money haven't gotten
around to setting
things up

the quality of an
OT is how good
he/she can argue
on what the user
needs (to get
funding)
The needs of a user
need to be well
understood by
scripter to choose
the right elements

try-beforeyou-buy

Quote

Key Insight

Quote

Improvements

Initially didn't
have any idea
about the
existence and
need of custom
made chair

Positives /
needs

Costs

Key Insight

Wheelchair
user's end-toend process

Thinking about
potential
customers in
mind

Occupational
Therapist
insights

Frustrations

Chair/Education

The scripter uses
regular measuring
tape measuring
widths, heights
etc

First
Experiences
lack of
information and
direction

lucky ﬁrst
experience,
has been in
the industry
since 2002

Ryan &
Bryce (First
session)

Bryce's
insights

Online
Research

Quote

Initial awareness and
needs of what would
be best for user in
terms of chair and
accessories was more
important for Matt

virtual
try on

Improvements

Ability to
customize
to spec

Preview
mock up
mode
Ability to
see the
quality and
product
great sense
of
expectation

Return
clients

New clients

Social
media

Measuring
process is
more
streamlined

WOM

Referral
from
Therapist

B2C
Relationship

Frustrations

Must make a
case for
additions and
changes to
new chair

Demo chair
used to
measure
up client

Clients don't
know what
they want +
like... so must
be adjustable

Time to
get
funding

Time to get
chair built
and
delivered

COVID-19

Bottleneck (rather
than frustration)
better to see client
in their chair/see
how they move particularly with
sports chairs.

Travel
time to
consults

Hard to see
dynamic
movement of
user online

Not enough time
to check-in with
client as much as
he would like

Relationship
with clients is
a close one
built on trust
and honestly

Find common
ground to make
clients feel
comfortable
during scripting

Relatability
is
important

COVID-19

The Chair

Not a
sales
pitch

Very
personalised
service

Competition

Initial
consult
over zoom

Still
requires in
person
scripting

Less
travel
time

Serviced
every 6
months on
average

Delivery
timeframe
blowouts
(shipping from 3-4
days to 1-6 weeks)

Clients now
come into
showroom

Manufacturing
freight
aﬀected

Parts come
from all
over the
world

Video footage
not going to give
you the best
info about how
someone moves

$6-12K +
extra $8-12
for power
assist

Many spend
12-15 hrs a
day in their
day chair

On average
4-5 years of
use for a
day chair

Sports chair may
be updated more
frequently for
upgrades and
modiﬁcations

Sports
chair 1-2
hrs a day

Critial to get
100%: Balance
point &
Minimising the
width

Sports chairs
require more
measurements

Kuschall

RGK

Sports chair
has more
potential for
errors

Bad therapist
= poor
scripting/chair

Key Insight

Poor OTs
= Poor
chair

The
Process

Measurements
down to the
MM

Script on
paper, then
scanned in

Uses the
imperial
system
(converts to
metric)

48hrs to
get the CAD
drawing

Bryce does
ﬁnal
measure
up

Therapist must
be involved if
applying for
funding

CAD has
helped to
substantially
reduce errors

Client
normally
does not see
the script

20+
measurements
taken

Paper scripting
preferred easier to do a
quick sketch

Eﬃciencies

Very
personalised
expereince

Sometimes
may use a
phone or
tablet to script
and sketch

CAD /
Scale
drawings

Client
updates via
phone, email
or text.

Once chair is
delivered and
adjustments
made, no further
contact with client
until servicing

Brings
samples to
meeting so
clients can see,
ﬁt and feel

CAD drawing
isn't always
shared with
client and OT

Good to
share CAD
= minimise
risk of error

Website:
more details
provided
online

Website:
more images
etc. so users
can visualise

Ability to
"track your
build"

Helping
provide
ﬂexibility

Assist clients
reach their
maximum
independence in
activities of daily
living

Assisting
those that
wish to play
sports

Helping
children

Info gathered
by OT

Consideration
s

Goals

Lifestyle

Posture

Skin
integrity

Respiratory
function

Anatomical
alignment

Postural
control

USP

Sitting
balance

Experience
Key Insight

Key Insight

Parallel
applications
from other
industries

Telehealth
opportunity

New
thinking into
industry
standards

Mobility
level

Comfort

Activity

Current
tech

Skin Vision

Cognition

Speech

Neuromuscular

Mesaurements

"Lived
it"
Post service
- chair
eﬃcacy

Sport
expertise

TiLife

What inﬂuences
you to purchase
product online?

INSIGHTS FROM SURVEY

Gender
21 F (53%), 17 M (42%), 2 Others
(5%)
Age
18-24 (15%), 25-34 (40%), 35-44
(28%), 45+ (32%)
Country of residence
Australia (55%), USA (25%), Other
(20%)
Over 77% are either very or
extremely comfortable
purchasing products online
Over 17% purchase products
online at least once a week
38% purchase products online 2-3
a month
23% spend more than an hour a
day online shopping
35% have purchased made-toorder products online
15% have used virtual try-on
(AR) when purchasing online and
from those, 70% said the ﬁnal
product have met expectations

Price
and
sales

Availability
and
varieties

Easy to
search/ﬁlter

Good reviews and
recommendations

Ease of
access to
information

Not having
to see
people

Quick and
convenient

Good
communications

What deters you
to purchase
product online?

Inability
to
see/test

Cost of
delivery

Scams
and
fraud

Lack
of info

Size
uncertainty

Untrustworthy
looking site /
poor site
layout

Country
where
it's from

Poor
reviews

reliability

Groceries
(15%)

Tech Beauty
(30%) (22%)
Miscellaneous

after sale
hassle
(returns
etc)

Ability to
try for
size

Immediate
need

Ability to
see the
quality and
product

Service
and
support

I'm concerned about
__ when purchasing
MTO online

give
visual
context

great sense
of
expectation

narrow
down
choices

unreliable
and
inconsistent

inaccurate

under
represented

Pro and cons of
Made-to-order
experience

support
local
businesses

try in-store
to buy
online

Preview
mock up
mode

Personalise
notes from
seller

One of
a kind

Meet
expectations

Unique and
customised

Long
wait
time

Expensive

Bad
website

Ability to
customize
to spec

Meet
people and
discuss

Virtual
try-on

Types of
products
purchase online

Clothes
(35%)

reasons
in-person >
online

personal
info
sharing

Helpful when
purchasing MTO
product online

quality
(40%)

sizing
(32%)

Videos Images
(28%)
(43%)

cost and
refund
(11%)

security
(8%)

AR
(28%)

"I like when these
sites give you a
mockup of what
the product will
look like with your
Quote

"Don't know
what it looks
like until you
get it"

One thing that
improve online
shopping experience

eco friendly
alternatives

communication
and accessible
chat

virtual
try on

better
navigation

accurate
sizing

" I think knowing
where an order is in
the process. Waiting,
being made now,
shipment info, etc."
Quote

faster
delivery
less
'clunky'
website

